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- ERDEA : MACRO STUDY

RE-ORfENTlNG AND STRENGTHENING OF RURAL EXTENSION FOR PARTICIPATION IN AFRICA1 __

PART ONE

f" " INTRODUCTION

X. Most African countries depend on the rural socior for the development and strength of their economies.

Agriculture has, by and large, served as the backbone of the economy in these countries. This means that the

performance of each country's economy depends, to a large extent, on the performance of the agricuitural sector.

Rural development Initiatives undertaken by governments have generally utilized existing extension systems.

Such efforts have been guided by conventional extension philosophy and practice. Conyentionat extension, as

practised in most African countries, has been inherited from colonial times.

Agriculture has, in many countries, been the most favoured by an elaborate extension system compared to

the resl of the rural sector. However, even then, agricultural production in a number of countries has been falling

or performing unstably over the years. Where there has been an up turn in production its sustainabillty'has been
rather elusive.

Many reasons have been advanced tor the poor performaixje of agriculture and the rest of the rural sector,.

A number of these centre around the failure of the extension system to respond to the real needs and probfems
of rural people in order to bring about dsslrabJe rural transformation.

In agriculture, for example, extension has been Increasingly criticised for its inability to Influence farmers to

adopt improved innovations and change thefr attitudes and priorfties. Critics of conventional extension have taken
issue with its philosophy, methodology and overall socio-political milieu.

Trie challenges facing conventional extension have prompted an increasing desire for more effective

■approaches. The search for alternative approaches has led a number of experimental schemes and pilot projects.

While extension systems in Africa can be said to differ from one country In terms of specific operations, the
following observations l>ave been found to be generally true:

1. There is great similarity among extension systems in Anglophone countries. The operational

character of these systems reflects the colonial pattern inherited by these countries In the 1950s and 1960s.
Concentration ot such systems has generally centred on improvement of cash and food crops.

2. There Is Inherent simUartry among extension systems fn Francophone countries. Most of these

systems are patterned along the animation wrafe mode! which reflects a community development orientation.

Summary from a pw&ptfctlvs study (xopa&d for EROEA by K.J.B. Ksregoro, Associate Professor and Director, Institute of Continuing
Education, Sohcine University of Agrieu(tur«: Morogoro, Tanzania.



3. Most countries generally carry out extension in ths framework of a transformation and modernization

approach.

In a number of African countries, there has been tremendous increase in consciousness towards the

provision of extension services to the poorest of the poor in rural areas. This has, over the years, ied to the

adoption of participatory rural development Initiatives in order to address the problems and needs of the

marginalized sections of the society. Experience has shown that the conventional extension system cannot

adequately support and facilitate the evolution and development of such initiatives.

Consequently, a number oi attempts to experiment on participatory extension approaches have been made

through pilot projects. These attempts are beginning to yield useful and dependable experiences that can serve

as lessons towards initiatives for re-orientating and strengthening of rural extension for participatory rural

development (PRD) in Africa.

This perspective study explores the conventional extension system both conceptual and practical contexts.

Special attention is directod to its evolution ano" philosophy. A specific case of agricultural extension in Tanzania

is provided In order to document and illustrate the practical; and operational context of conventional extension work

in Africa.

The study develops a framework towards participators rural extension as an alternative to conventional

extension, (n this connection, a critique on the conventional extension model is presented and, based on the

philosophy of development as liberation, the concept and practice of participatory extension are discussed.

The Planning for Rural Development at Village Level (PRDVL) Project is cited as a case to Illustrate the

theoretical and practical considerations for re-orienting and strengthening rural extension (or PRD In Africa. Specific

attention is directed towards the delivery systems, finkages with relevant rural institutions and administrative

mechanisms necessary for a more effective alternative.

2, AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

2.1. Evolution of Conventional Extension

The history of extension traces its roots In agricultural education, ft is said triat the forerunner of agricultural

extension in both Europe and North America were agricultural societies.

The term "extension education" was coined by Cambridge University In Britain to underscore the concept

of taking education advantage of Universities to the people. However, the evolution of extension in developing

countries came about largely after World War H. In Africa, this mostly came after independence. Since most African

countries attained independence in the 1950s and 1960s, it was during this period that most extension organizations

were established, rt should be noted, however, that nationalist governments in most cases took over from colonial

extension systems.

2.2. PhHosophicai Orientation

The term "extension* as originally coined referred to teaching activities of universities away from regular

campuses, thereby implying an expansion ot the teaching function away from the campus. This teaching function

was intended to improve the human condition.

When applied to agriculture ihis involved Instruction and practical demonstrations. Thus extension espoused

an educational rote right from the outset. Consequently, extension's role was to bring about change in people's

behaviour - that Is, to enable them to learn.



Extension is intended to serve- hwnar Ixtogc who operate ar.d rUe :r. a rgaMlfe situation. Since the work

environment of extension's clientele is dynamic, clientele ought to engage in teaming experiences that will enabfe

them to cope with an ever-changing world.

3, THE PRACTICE OF AGRICULTURAL E>rrEN$!ON IN AFRICA:

TH£ CASE OF TANZANIA

In Africa, development is largely perceived as a national task to be pursued by governments. While extension

systems are riot the same ail over the continent, most countries utiilze a transformation and modernization

approach which was dominant diirirvg ihe 1950s and 1960s when these natrons became Independent

Consequently, many of these countries have Invested and continue to invest considerable resources In
agricultural extension systems In the hope oi accelerating rura! development.. However, on the contrary, in a number

of cases, extension has nci lived up to the expectations of many and has. therefore, been the subject of mounting

crftietem in recent years. The following section analyses Tanzania's extension system as a case to fffustrale the

major operations! characteristics and limitations of conventional extension in Africa.

3. f Agricultural Extension ir> Tanzania

Tanzania has a population of about 23 miliion of which 95 per cent live In rural areas and 90 per cent depend

on agriculture for a living. Agricultural production Is organized around three systems.

1. Peasant Smallholders: These constitute the majority of the farm operators, contributing to about

25 per cent of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). They mosify use traditional methods of production and

operate, on average, up to 10 hectares of ciiifvated land.

2. Medium and Large Scale Commercial Farmers: These utilize Improved agricultural practices,

Including inputs and mechanization. The farms operated range between about 10 and 100 hectares and have

heavy reliance on hired labour, wtth increased liberalization of agricultural investment poHctes/thls sector has

great potential for growth.

3. State Farms: These- are pub'icly owned estates, mostly for steal, rico: sugar cane, cotton, pyreihrum

and wheat Performance in this sector has largely been plagued by problems.

Since Tanzania's economy is based on agriculture, the role and importance of agricultural extension cannot

be overemphasized. Extension as traditionally carried out tears characteristics and limitations that reflect this reality.

3.1.1. Underlying Dsvolopmeot Theory and Policies

Extension performance as inherited from colonial time calls fro complete transformation of society and Us

economy from a traditional or backward status to a modern one. In this context, development has been seen as

a process to be initiated by government or catalyzed by findings and Innovations developed by researchers.

Thus the agricultural extension system in operation has been and continues to be an Integral part of

government administration, with a mandate for agricultural inspection and enforcement of agricultural by-laws. Even

though this coercive approach was lound to be Ineffective and was discouraged towards the period of

independence, it continues to re-surface.

A major turning point in policy guiding extension work came with the launching of the Arusha Declaration

and its declared ideology of Socialism and Se!f-Refiance in 1967. This directed the country's development efforts

towards an egalitarian society through self-reliance and collective endeavour. Ii prompted vBiae'uzafton, the massive

resettlement of people from scattered homesreads in! a clusters. 7iv_> extension service, as every government



department, was Involved in the often coercive- process oi vi!!agbatk>n Planning of extension activities was

bureaucratic and top-down in fashion. Thus centrally deierrnined decisions lock precedence over local needs and
problems.

In 1972, a policy resolution Siasa ni Kil/mo (PoHilcs ie Agriculture) was Introduced to underscore the

importance of agriculture in the nation's economy. The resolution implicitly called upon politicians at all levels to
spearhead the agricultural revolution. This move has been criticized by extension professionals as the source of
conflict, and mis-communication between pofiticfans and extension professionals.

In response to continued decline in. agrfcufiurai production performance, the government launched The
Agricultural Policy cf Tanzania, and Th# Livestock Policy cf Tanzania in the early 1960s. The former specifically
asserted thai agriculture is a science and that extension is a profession which should be respected and left, lo the

professionals themselves. This reamrmation was inisr>ded to forestall any potential conflict- and Interference by
politicians in matters of a professions* nature.

3.1.2. Extension Philosophy and Meth

The overall purpose ol conventional extension I3 modernization through technologies! change and increased
agficuftural productivity, as opposed lo human development. Human development is normally perceived as a by
product rather than 3 goal in itself.

Extension as seen from this stand point pieces the driving force for development external rather than internal
to the people and their communities. In this context, extension has served to bridge the gap between government

and the people and has been viewed by many as merely responsible for technological transfer.

Studies have shown that even though the outcome being pursued by extension ought to be educational, the
desire for modernization has prompted extension workers to resort to rsgiiaiory, service-oriented and administrative

flat. Hence planning tor agricultural improvement in villages is carried out by government agents rather than by the

villagers themselves. By-laws are regarded as containing the prescriptions for improved farming. This calls for a
ciearry defined philosophy to guide extension work.

3.1.3. Extension Worker-Farmer Relationship

Extension workers, by virtue of their professional orientation, operate as experts who have knowledge and
whose role is to transfer it to farmers who are considered to be lacking such knowledge, indeed, studies have

shown that In a typical village setting, extension workers Initiate action about 6S per cent of the time as compared

to only about 11 per cent on the part of the farmers. The tatter arc?, in most, cases, expected to comply with,what

is prescribed io them,

A marked feature of the modernr.zat.lon model Ss the concentration oE extension efforts on things" - piams,

animals, practices, technologies - rattier than human beings. This has frequently prompted extension workers to

intervene directly with farming problems (of piants, animals, etc.) leaving the farmer cut of such 3 problem sofving

process. Farmers have, consequently, become passive recipients of solutions and prescriptions developed

externally.

The communication method used n-osl frequently by extension workers is "tiling", and is accomplished

through speeches, lectures and exhortations. This is used 60 per cent of tne time as compared io demonstration

which is resorted to in oniy 18 per cent of the time. This observation underscores the powerful position oi the

extension agents as custodians of knowledge as compared to the disadvantage position of farmers.
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* . ■-„ ,= ■ -•... -,■ -uv- ^- ■< ^ n^!sion-rr.aking at vHlaae level is a monopoly of extension workers
..,, /* ^™'n :-7 i£ i ^^V.** .,,,v^m Is ,ory much ^.0^^^ m extension hut, In
practice, participation by vaiagem has, at mw>l wui ,.^6=.^ -dir.^ i.^n ^.<vd.

3.1.5. OrgantofetiOift Struct.-. -

The wtensfevi s.Ni^ to* ;™K-™ty be^ . -. i itegral P«t rf Qwemmert burwucracy. The Ministry
resporisibie for extension ttws b(?eri frec,u- o»v je-orgarfeecJ.

instructive than truly educatinnsi.

.,,. -tftprtiancG t^ iho #trirniplistrat^e structuro rather than to the

vfl'agers.

The researdHDCtension-tarn^ HnK ^8 yet to be fully developed. Extei^sion rxogrammes are generally
executed without approprate mechanisins for monitoring and eva.uaison.

«■

3 1 6 Extoftftfon Staff Recruitment and Development

and therefore staff development is constrained.

4. TOWARDS PARTICIPATORY EXTENSION

4.1. Critique on Conventional Extension

towards a more humanistic concept of development

of a desire for change.

o1«i{Tm^nr*«hG{nc.Grf-"»e( iieedorn and well-being of people began

^^^^^ ^as a ^s and an en.
on^Miona! extension ha« beer, orBicteed for Us mtierantly questionable assu

i. Thai at! exrension ^commendations sro 6ood and that The experts are always right;



:? That extension's clientele are ignorant and. thereto^ have nor contribution to make to the

p'Tior-t process;

3. 7hat krrowiatkje of innovations wilt trickle down from those who know to those who do net:

4. That exie:"sSon's dientRle iviusi corninuoirsly seek for assistance from extension workers;

5. That working with progressive clientele has a greater ctrance of bringing about change in

communities tiian Qtviny everyone opportunity io learn front the rei1 situation.

The challenge to these and other assumptions has stimulated greater thinking and action towards a more
humanistic and liberating, concept of ©/.tension, its basic premise is that extension should help people to help

themselves.

Thus the greatest challenge for extension sea-fees titet attempt to tacflfcrte self-sustaining development Is
how *o empower dientr.'-e so thai (hey can increasingly become effective actors in activities intended for their own
development, mp people to chanoe from a slanct of Vaitlng lo be tokf to one of "acting because it is the right
thing to do" calls for an extension approach that ensures active participation and guarantees system adaptabSity,

continuity and susfaiitabBity.

Practice has shown that participation enhances learning from experience. Since extension is educational ft

must embrace the participation of clientele \*ho seek to learn.

4.2. PartlcipBtop; Extension: the Practice

The concert of participatory extension depicts an orientation towards increasing the extent of Involvement
an* infraction of clientele in the extension process, in Tanzania, me Anjsha Declaration and the UJamaa Villages
Act of 1975 have Song provided the necessary socio-political and legal framework for participatory extension.

Capacity building lor self-reliance is best achieved within a collective framework in order to enhance
empowerment Participatory extension is. therefore, a deliberate and active process for enabling people to take
initiatives being guided by their own thinking, feeling and action, and using means over which they can exert
effective control- Participatory ex*ensk>n is a response to ihe need for:

1. Changino people's b«?h;Hour ?-.<1 f?c Waling undsrs^nriing, consensus and wise decisions;

2. Securing genuine acceptability and legitimacy;

3. Reaching oul for people's real needs and problems;

4. Providing opportunity for the disadvanteged to make decisions and counteract their alienation;

5. Facilitating a genuine teaming process;

6. Increasing chances for mobilizing clientele's resources;

7. inculcating attitudes for inirialivs, creativity and setf-reliance anwng clientele.

4.2.1. Pfenning Rural Development as a Village Level Protect

The Planning Rural Development as Village Level (PRDVL) Project which was initiated in Tanzanb in 198V
provides useful lessons and experiences for developing a participatory extension service in Africa, .he project



which started In only 14 villages in three districts (Iringa Rural, llosa and Mpwapwa) has now expanded into over

thirty villages, ft utilizes a participatory extension approach based on dialogue. Experiences from this project are

based on the following key elements:

1. Consctenttzaflon: This is considered the core element ol participatory extension and is concerned

with the liberation of the creatfve potentials and initiatives of clientele through investigation, reflection and

analysis. A key question to villagers in such a process is:

Why are things the way they are in our community?

Through dialogue, villagers have been able to identify and analyze the causes of their station and

the ways of dealing with such a situation;

2. Participatory Organization: In analyzing their situation, villagers engage in seif-organization in order

to take collective initiatives based on common goals. Villagers have sought to create their own Interest

groups built around income generating activities intended to address commonly Identified problems and

needs. For example, by December 1988, a total of n 4 such groups had been formed of which 68 per cent

concentrated agricultural projects.

Groups serve as:

i) Instruments of collective action;

ii) Means through whfch members express themselves;

Hi) Forum for collective reflection and analysis; and

Iv) Collective personality^ Identity) for members; with collective power, solidarity and control.

Each group has its own democratically elected leadership, in some villages, groups have consolidated

themselves to elect a "paramount leader" hence increasing their power and control;

3. Animator©: These are promoters or catalysts for change who guide the process of dialogue at the

village level in order to identify participatory Initiatives. Extension workers who function as animators:

i) Engage farmers In learning from their own real-life environment;

ii) Share knowledge and experience with villagers;

lii) Guide villagers In the process of systematic enquiry;

iv) Work with villagers on their projects; and

v) Assist villagers in capacity building.

4. Orientation of Animators: Animators were drawn largely from department of extension, community

development and cooperatives. Orientation tor them has largely constftuted a series workshop for gaining

experiences, village visits and study tours, and short courses;
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5. Facitftators: These are mostly planning officers and trainers who:

i) Serve as research persons from time to time;

ii) Sensitize existing bureaucracies about farmers' needs and initiatives;

lit) Organize district meetings; and

iv) Effect, mobilization of resources.

6. Learning together Thts can best be described as a joint exploration between vPiagers and

animators based on dialogue. This takes place mostfy in the form of group meetings and farm and home

visits;

7. Progressive redundancy animators: The true test of participatory extension is its progressive ability

to reduce clientele's reliance on the external animator in favour of an internal animator who is a fellow

villager. While this is an evolutionary process which occurs at different rates in different villages, it creates

in-buBt opportunities for villagers to develop the capacity to animate, in PRDVL Project, this project has freed

time for external animators to extend services to other villages and to more groups, hence the expanding

the project's geographical scope. The expansion from 14 to over 30 villages now csn be large attributed to

this process;

8. Networking: This constitutes workshops, village visits, study tours and an animator's newsletter

{Santi ya Uraghbisiii) which is published in KlswahilJ, the national language;

9. Linkage between theory and practice: Since animation utilizes dialogue and learning through

experience, villages have the opportunity to relate theory to practice in the process of developing solutions

to identified problems. In this way research and extension are brought to bear on existing situattons;

10. Dialogue as a key education method: Participatory extension utilizes maximum horizontal sharing

of ideas among extension agents (animators) and clientele. During this process:

0 Animators and villagers have both learned;

ii) Animators and villagers rtave engaged in a process of discovering together;

HI) The monopoly of knowledge has gradually been broken down, prompting each party to

contribute freely and constructively towards problem solving;

iv) Villagers have increasingly made their own decisions and put them into action;

v) Women have increasingly participated in group activities.

There Is evidence to show that decision-making as household level and village level have b6en very

much enhanced. This has also influenced the nature of decisions being made at the district and regional

levels.
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5, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Experience from PRDVL has so far demonstrated toe following:

1. Villagers, especially the poorest of the poor, recognise the need to work together in order to

increase their power and control of their own development process;

2. Villagers work cohesively together If they are homogenous and recognize a common interest

amongst them;

3. Groups that receive competent guidance and support participate effectively in the initiation, design,

operation and evaluation of their own development activities;

4. Participatory groups provide a sound basis for management of participatory extension processes.

They also provide opportunity for enhancing and influencing overall village governance;

5. Members in their groups have generally utilized their own resources as a starting point. External

resources have been sought and utilized mostly to enhance their capacity for seif-reflance. In this way,

groups continue to struggle towards self-reliance rather than dependency;

6. As more and more animators and animation groups confederate, opportunities for ultimately

Involving entire villages in animation Increase;

7. Participatory extension is very much in line with the nation's political Ideology. Participatory

organizations are, therefore., easily compatible with normal structures of governance;

8. Efforts to re-orient and strengthen rural extension for participatory rurai development do not

necessarily require radical changes In current operational systems and structures. What is primarily required

is an effective conceptual orientation towards bottom-up learning methods based on dialogue and

experience;

9. Conceptual orientation from top-down to bottom-up functioning aught to take place gradually to

provide opportunity for agents of change and clientele to uniearn what they have traditionally practised. To

do so, opportunities for practical learning through experience should be provided;

10. The greatest strength of participatory extension is its ability to Increase the capacity of villagers

to gradually undertake tasks that have traditionally been left to the extension workers alone. Such progressive

redundancy on the part of extension workers enables them to tackle more complex Issues and offer

assistance elsewhere. In this way, extension service support can be widely shared even when the trained

manpower is small.


